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Abstract.
The energetics of the long duration GRB phenomenum is compared with the BZ mechanism.
A rough estimate of the energy extracted from a rotating Black Hole with the Blandford-Znajek
mechanism is evaluated with a very simple assumption: an inelastic collision between the rotating
BH and an accreting torus. The GRB energetics requires an high magnetic field that breaks down
the vacuum around the BH and gives origin to a e

fireball.
PHENOMENOLOGICAL OVERVIEW
Gamma-ray Bursts (GRBs) until a few years ago were largely devoid of any observ-
able counterpart at any other wavelengths. However, a dramatic development in the last
several years has been the measurement and localization of fading X-ray signals from
some GRBs, lasting typically for days and making possible the optical and radio detec-
tion of afterglows, which mark the location of the GRB event. These afterglows in turn
enabled the measurement of redshift distances, the identification of host galaxies, and
the confirmation that GRB were at cosmological distances (for a recent brief review see
[1]). The temporal decay of the emission in different frequencies for several GRBs has
been interpreted according to the fireball model and suggested jet beaming with opening
angle θ 4  [2].
Another important discovery made in the last year is the presence of iron lines in
the X-ray spectrum of GRBs (for example [3, 4, 5]). This provides a powerful tool to
understand the nature and the environment of GRB primary sources [6, 7]. The presence
of strong iron lines implies a rich environment located very close to the GRB and it may
be an argument in favour of massive-star progenitor models of GRB [8, 9, 10, 11].
The presence of an iron cloud is in favour of the interpretation of GRBs as a second
step of the residual of the primary explosion(e.g.[11]). In this interpretation the primary
explosion leaves over a compact object that could be a rotating black hole, at the center
of the environment consisting of ejecta. In this scenario, it is plausible the hypothesis
of energy extraction from a rotating BH (compact object left over from the primary
explosion), through the Blandford-Znajek mechanism [12], where the external magnetic
field can be supplied by an Fe torus circulating around the BH at a distance R (of the
order of Rs).
FIGURE 1. Possible configuration of the magnetic field close to the BH surrounded by an accretion
disk (from [13])
GAMMA-RAY BURST PROGENITOR
At cosmological distances the observed GRB fluxes imply energies of order of up to a
solar rest-mass ( 1054 erg), and from causality these must arise in regions whose size
if of the order of kilometers in a time scale of the order of seconds. This implies that an
e

 γ fireball must form, which would expand relativistically. The short life time of the
GRB and the large distance suggest as the GRB source a compact system undergoing a
very energetic transition with high an efficient mechanism for conversion of energy into
γ-ray emission. Accreting black holes are so good candidates for being source of GRBs.
Blandford and Znajek have proposed an interaction between a rotating BH and an
accretion disk to explain the energetics of Active Galactic Nuclei[12]. The same mech-
anism could be a good candidate for GRB engines[10, 14]. In the BZ mechanism the
magnetic field of the accretion disk acts as a brake on the BH, and the energy output is
mainly due to the loss of rotational energy. The rotational energy for a maximally rotat-
ing BH, with the rotation parameter a˜  JcM2G  1, is 0.29 Mc
2
. Even with the optimal
efficiency the energy availaible for the BZ mechanism is [14]:
EBZ 0  3 1054
M
M 
erg
In the following considerations it we assume that a dissipative interaction is at work
between the BH and the torus surrounding it. The dissipative interaction is due to an in-
ternal torque. If the short interaction is treated as an inelastic shock it is possible to apply
the angular momentum conservation law ( in its classical mechanics approximation ).
IBHΩBH
	 IdiskΩdisk  IΩ
where IBH and Idisk are the momenta of inertia of the BH and the disk, ΩBH and Ωdisk
are the angular velocities. I and Ω are the same quantities for the resulting BH. In this
approximation the loss of kinetic energy is
∆E  1
2
IBHIdisk
IBH
	 Idisk


ΩBH Ωdisk  2
Let us consider as a typical configuration a BH with a mass of 10 M  with a rotating
disk of 0.1 M  at the last stable orbit Rl 3Rs:
Idisk  Mdisk 9R2s IBH  25MBHR
2
s
Idisk  IBH ∆E  12 Idisk


ΩBH Ωdisk  2
Assuming that Ωdisk

ΩBH, the energy availaible for the BZ process to power the
GRB is:
∆E  1
2
IdiskΩ2BH 8 1053
Mdisk
0  1M  erg
where we have used Idisk  9MdiskR2s and ΩBH cRs .
VACUUM BREAKDOWN
If the environment is sufficiently clean, the GRB fireball could be generated by the
vacuum breakdown[15] in the volume close to the polar cap of the BH. The magnetic
field required to explain the high luminosity of GRB generates an electric field that could
break down the vacuum.
The luminosity of the BZ mechanism is [10]:
LBZ 1051
B
1015G
2 MBH
10M 
2
erg s  1
The BZ mechanism generates a voltage drop of the order [13]:
∆V  1023 M
10M 
B
1015G
V
Assuming a mass of the BH of the order of 10 M  , to this voltage drop corresponds
an electric field in the proximity of the BH:
E 
∆V
2piR
 1023
B
1015G
6pi 104
V
m
The energy acquired by an electric charge e over the reduced Compton electron
wavelenght λ


h¯
mec
under this electric field can exceed 2 mec2 if:
eEλ 1  6 10  6erg
From this relation it is possible to derive an estimate for the magnetic field:
B 5 1015G
In the proximity of the BH is possible to generate e

pairs than could give origin to
the GRB fireball, provided a sufficiently clean environment in order to avoid previous
electric field discharge.
ENERGETICS, TIME DURATION AND VARIABILITY
In the following we assume as hypothesis that the energy source of the GRB is the
gravitational collapse of a torus of 0.1 M  onto a rotating BH of 10 M  . The available
energy from this inelastic collision derived in a semiclassical approximation is ∆E
8 1053 erg. The interaction between the torus and the BH is assumed to be the BZ
mechanism with a magnetic field of the order of 1015 G.
The accreted material which releases its gravitational energy gives origin to a variable
magnetic field that breaks the vacuum in a volume R3s . The number of e

pairs
produced is:
Ne  2
R3s
λ

3  0  84 10
51
The particle density is 3 1031 e

cm

3
. If we assume that the magnetic energy
B2
2µ0 4 10
28 erg cm

3 is shared among them, each particle gets an energy ε0
1  3ηacc 10  3 erg, where ηacc is the acceleration efficiency. Each particle has an energy
γ0mec2, so it is possible to derive the relativistic Lorentz factor γ0  ε0mec2 1  5ηacc 10
3
.
After the formation of the plasmoid containing 1051 e

pairs in a volume V R3s ,
the particles undergo three important processes:
1) Particle acceleration in a time scale tacc 103 λc to acquire an energy 103 mc2,
since each particle acquires on average an energy mc2 every λ

.
2) Momenta randomization in a time scale trandom lc , where l is the mean free path
for e

interaction. l  1σn 0  3 cm, using σ 
87  nb 
E  GeV  2 and n  3  5 10
31 cm

3
.
3) Single particle collimation by synchrotron radiation. The particles momentum
components normal to the magnetic field p  are damped in a time scale tcoll

ρ
c
, where
ρ is the curvature radius. ρ 0  3EGeV
c  BT m. With the presence of a magnetic field of the
order of 1015 G, the particles radiate all the energy corresponding to p

on a small
fraction of a turn.
The momentum components perpendicular to the residual field line outside the plas-
moid for all the particles are damped in a time Rs
c
and the plasmoids becomes a stream
of particles with velocity parallel to the external field lines with γ 13γ0. As a result the
plasmoid travels as a parallel stream with bulk Lorentz factor Γ  γ 500ηacc.
The energy of the particles in the plasmoid before the cooling by synchrotron emission
is:
Eparticles  2
R3
λ

3 mec
2Γ 3  4ηacc 1047erg
The available energy in the overall inelastic collision is ∆E 8 1053 erg, so that the
emission of plasmoids could happen Nplasmoid time where:
Nplasmoid ηB
∆E
Eplasmoid
 2  4ηB 106
where we have taken into account also the efficiency, ηB, for conversion of mechanical
energy into the magnetic field, and Eplasmoid  Eparticles  ηacc is the total energy available
in each plasmoid.
Since the time duration of the engine is smaller or equal to the observation time
tobs 102s, the average time separation between two consecutive plasmoids is ts
tobs  Nplasmoid 4η  1B 10  5s. In the fireball model the prompt γ emission of the GRB is
due to internal shocks between plasmoids proceeding at different speed.
CONCLUSIONS
This models predicts for long duration GRB a pulsed emission from 105 emitted plas-
moids (with ηB 0  1) with an average time separation ∆t tobsNplasmoids 10 
4 s, corre-
sponding to a distance in space of 1Rs. The train of “sausage” plasmoids is 1010m
at the end of engine activity. Its lenght is slightly modified during the internal shock
phase so that the overal time duration is dominated by the duration of engine activity,
the shortest time variability instead is determined by the plasmoids interactions.
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